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Inside this issue we celebrate all that is AAF, a dedicated educational
group. Spreading the truth far and wide across the UK about illegal
foxhunting, with the determination and support of our regional
groups and growing support from MPs.
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Editorial
As we stretch into the deeper reaches of
spring, ever closer to summer, we can
take a moment to pause, to recharge, to
shake off hours of standing in fields
holding video cameras, chasing through
mud, getting sworn at and physically
abused.
AAF isn’t a sab group, nor is it a group
that monitors hunt activities, we are an
educational group, but among our
numbers there are sabs and monitors,
without whom we wouldn’t be able to
gather the evidence with which to
educate people through outreach and
peaceful protest.
We are a team, each of us standing
strong in our own strengths, using these
to further the cause of seeing an end to
foxhunting, forever.
Take that pause, and breathe in a little
peace. There has to be balance, a time
for action and a time to rest, after all we
are each and everyone of us only human,
but what an amazing group of humans
we are.
Together we can make a difference, Jane
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Townies
When the local hunt met a few hundred yards from my cottage, I felt obliged to show
up with a banner and make my disapproval very clear. It was, on reflection, a risky
move. I was a newcomer in the village; I knew very little about hunting and even less
about how angry pros can get. As I was leaving, a pair of hunt supporters (a couple
in their seventies) drove past, and winding down their window to facilitate wagging a
finger in my face, they said,
“She’s new”. “She’s should leave us alone” and “She has no right to come
and tell us what to do.”
As an insult, “You’ve just moved
house,” isn’t a particularly cutting
one. Moving is a common activity
and generally speaking, nothing to
be ashamed of. Unless, of course,
you have moved to an area where
the hunt is active and you object. In
that case, you are labelled a
“townie”. As a townie, you “don’t
understand the countryside” and
because of that, you have no right
to point out that you can clearly see
that the way some country-folk (and
it is only a few), treat wild animals is
very wrong indeed.

And there is no doubt that it is wrong. To a hunt, the fox is just a plaything. He is a
toy, providing a brief, but satisfying bit of fun, until he is broken into pieces, thrown
away and forgotten. A 2019 hunt newsletter (in which trail-laying isn’t mentioned at
all) describes their Boxing Day hunt as “nice”, their New Year’s day hunt as “bloody
good”; that they had an “excellent forty minutes” one morning and a “long hunt” in
the afternoon. All at the fox’s expense of course. But to a townie, the fox is much
greater than a plaything. He is a living being, who should not be subjected to pain,
fear and death just so a person on horseback can have a “nice” hunt. We enjoy seeing him out there, free and wild – doing what wild things do. They are not ours; they
belong to themselves.
“Townies”, then, have “fresh eyes”. Fresh eyes are good. In business, companies are
always on the look out for them; they know that if there’s a problem, someone on the
outside is far more likely to see it than someone on the inside. Try proofreading your
own wrok, and you’ll see what I mean. The torture and killing of foxes for fun has
happened for generations; it was always cruel. That hasn’t changed. Townies see it,
and we have the nerve to point it out.
We will not sit back and keep quiet about it, even when keeping quiet would make
things a lot easier for ourselves. “A 'No' uttered from the deepest conviction is better
than a 'Yes' merely uttered to please, or worse, to avoid trouble.” (Mahatma Gandhi).
If it is wrong, we should say so, no matter who we are.
Of course, “townie” isn’t used exclusively for actual townies (like me). It is a stock
insult aimed at anyone (wherever they come from) who sees that abusing wildlife is
wrong. My usual AAF leafleting pal most certainly isn’t a townie, but she has been
called one repeatedly. A few months ago, she proved it beyond a doubt by happily
filling my car with the stench of dead pheasant. We were driving home from leafleting
a Dorset village when she spotted some road-kill in the ditch.
(Continued page 4)
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Townies

- (continued from page 3)

I pulled up: out she leapt, scooped up the dead bird and stuffed it in her rucksack,
leaving just the two feet sticking out. It smelled bad. Really bad. “You might be a
townie,” said my pal as she tried in vain to push the feet inside the bag (they kept
springing back out again), “but I’m not. They’ll like this – the foxes.” Unsentimental,
unsqueamish, practical and from the country herself – yet she also knows hunting is
wrong. You really don’t have to be a townie to see it. And she isn’t the only one;
many many other country people agree with us. I know, because I’ve asked them.
Despite what the hunts say, there is no shame in being a townie. I don’t need to
“understand the countryside” to know that tearing a living creature apart is morally
indefensible. There is no question that a person who finds enjoyment in the suffering
of another being is disturbed. I, and every one of us in AAF, will not sit by and just
let these cruel people get on with it in peace.
Go on – call me a townie. I’m proud of it.
Pip and the AAF team
EDUCATING HUMANITY
Email / Website / FB / Twitter

The most important LEAFLET of them all
AAF exists to expose the hunters for what they are: merciless, single-minded, cruel
killers. Nowhere is this more obvious than during the cub hunting season. The hunts
sneak out early morning or in the evening, taking their new hounds for a bloody
lesson in killing. And they use this year’s fox cubs to do it. They know where the
dens are; they know how many cubs there are, and they want to get them all.
Our postcard-sized leaflet “They’re Coming for Them” tells it as it is. In particular,
it draws attention to the secrecy and dishonesty surrounding cub hunting. The last
thing the hunts want is for everybody to know what they do. Hurting babies horrifies
everyone. Or nearly everyone.
Please order some from us. A
donation towards the cost is
always useful: £5 for 250 leaflets
including postage.
Click here to see the leaflet. For
more information, email Pip at;
info@actionagainstfoxhunting.org
Thank you.
Pip and the AAF team
EDUCATING HUMANITY
Email / Website / FB / Twitter
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Twitter
Hello everyone,
I am Pip's daughter and I look after the Twitter for AAF. I like Twitter as it has a
global reach, with people in other countries also able to see the work that AAF does,
and more importantly, spread the word that hunting is still going on despite its
illegality.
Foxes and indeed all animals are very close to my heart. Last week I ran the
London marathon for the Born Free Foundation. Their efforts to help rescue
animals from suffering both here in the UK and all over the world are incredible. I
chose Born Free in particular because over the last few years, I have encountered
horrific animal cruelty, both in the UK and abroad (fox hunting of course being one of
them).
In Thailand I cried my eyes out to see elephants being hit in the head with hooks,
tied in chains, and forced to perform and walk for tourists. I then went to a
restaurant where an endangered turtle was taken out of a rusty black box to pose
with tourists; needless to say, I cried again as I watched the turtle struggle. That
same year, my boyfriend saw baby lions in Africa, only to find out that when they
grew older, they would be taken into enclosed fields to be shot at and killed by
paying tourists.
I can't cope with the amount of animal cruelty I see on a daily basis in the UK, let
alone the cruelty that exists abroad. Born Free is an organisation who pledges to
help animals far away as well as those here in the UK, fighting for their rights and
being their voice. They will do everything they can to end needless, horrible torture.
So
I
ran
the
London
marathon, in four hours, and
have so far raised over two
thousand pounds for those
poor creatures. If you would
like to donate then my page
will still be open for the next
six weeks. The marathon
itself was the most amazing
experience I have ever had,
with huge crowds lining the
streets
on
every
mile.
Despite the leg pain at mile
17, I powered on through,
nothing was going to stop
me
running
for
those
animals! Hopefully one day, I
can run for AAF.
-Holly
To read more about Holly’s journey click here
To join the social media storm use;
#hatehunting #illegalhunting #trailhuntlies #AAF #actionagainstfoxhunting
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News from Headquarters
Since the last newsletter, AAF has gained several new groups and others have
expanded. AAF Sussex is getting going; AAF Leicestershire is starting up and
Cornwall now has two groups, North and South. We are also excited to welcome a
sister group: Action Against Hare Hunting who hope to be up and running very soon
indeed. We now have 15 groups around the country.
Our logo changed once more and for the final time (honestly). We have kept the fox
face, with his ears and tail spelling out “AAF” but we were never really happy with
the way we had written ACTION AGAINST FOXHUNTING below it. It was always too
small and hard to read. However, once we had changed the letters into a circular
design, things were a great deal clearer. It also makes it look as if our AAF fox is
smiling. And foxes will smile, when we’re done, and they’re all safe. We have a new
banner, (with a mustard yellow background) and a fantastic new strapline ENDING
FOXHUNTING FOREVER which, to be frank, we are pretty proud of.

We have designed and printed several new leaflets, all of which are available for
download from our website or for purchase (cost price plus postage).
Cub Hunting is approaching and we would like to distribute our new Cub Hunting
postcards all over the country. The hunts want it kept secret; we want everybody to
know. Please contact us on info@actionagainstfoxhunting.org if you’d like to be a
part of this.
We have continued to target the National Trust, along with our friends National
Dis -Trust, The League Against Cruel Sports and Hounds Off. AAF has made a
6-minute film aimed specifically at people who don’t know what the NT is up to.
(That is – the NT issues licences so hunts can happily kill wildlife on their land and
the NT goes along with the pretence of trail-hunting). We have also made use of the
League postcards, and many many members of the public have signed them on our
stalls and sent them to the NT’s Director General, Hilary McGrady.
I and another AAF member went to London to watch the debate on Wildlife Crime on
20th March. Chris Matheson MP for Chester (who secured the debate) is a good
man, and we will continue to support him in his efforts to strengthen the Hunting
Act. If you’d like to read a summary of the debate and AAF’s take on it, please click
here
The next few months will be busy. The hunts have paused their illegal killing of
foxes, but will start up again in August when they
Pip AAF HQ
come for the cubs.
EDUCATING HUMANITY
Email / Website / FB / Twitter
We will be ready.
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Introducing our Sister Group - Action Against Hare Hunting
Launching Action Against Hare Hunting!
Like fox hunting, pursuing hares with hounds was banned in 2005 under the Hunting
Act. And like fox hunting the killing carries on regardless. The hare is chased to
exhaustion and torn apart, its body pulled like a rope in a tug of war between the
hounds. Like all illegal hunting it thrives on the public belief that hunters are keeping
within the law. Their quaint clothing, seasonal parades, and powerful positions in
society enable hunters to present their activities as a respectable pastime rather than
the crime it really is. Incredible as it may sound, private schools such as Eton, Radley
and Ampleforth engage in illegal hunting with beagle packs. You can see why the
International Fund for Animal Welfare calls it "atypical" organised crime!
Hares are hunted in three distinct
ways:
1.
2.
3.

on foot with a beagle pack;
by harrier hounds on horse back;
or "coursed" with greyhounds or
lurchers.

The latter is essentially a gambling
opportunity rather than a hunt and
because of the threatening behaviour
directed at farmers, coursing is taken
seriously by police. Not so harrier and
beagle packs, who pretty much hunt with
impunity.
Hare killed by Easton Harriers
Where fox hunts are brightly dressed in red, often accompanied by a large body of
riders (the field), hare hunts are small and fast moving and easily pass unnoticed.
For the most part hare hunts are out of sight and out of mind, which is exactly how
they like it.
The present state of the hare population isn't good. The Hare Preservation Trust
reports the number of Brown Hares has plummeted 80% in the last hundred years.
Modern farming methods have caused them to concentrate in the east of England,
where, in some counties, there are more hare than fox hunts. With the legal shooting
of hares and the cross over of myxomatosis from rabbits population, there is an
urgent need to alert people to the activities of hare hunters.
Action Against Hare Hunting is a newly formed group committed to informing the
public about what is really going on in the surrounding countryside. Inspired by
Action Against Foxhunting, we are using very similar methods of street stalls and
leafleting to explain the reality of the situation. Our first activities will be in East
Anglia where several hare hunts are based.
If you would like to support us as a volunteer, or make a donation do get in touch.
We are still developing our resources so bear with us.
Simon
Email / Website coming soon!
Action Against Hare Hunting
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Group Power
I have been involved with AAF for a little over a year now and in that time have seen
this group grow from strength to strength. So rapidly that every time the newsletter
comes round again I have to ask, ”how many groups now?” Our group updates have
multiplied like Tribbles, but are far from cute and furry—they are fierce and they are
clever, and they are determined to see and end to foxhunting.
As the group updates arrive in my inbox, I read them and smile, the content uplifts
me and helps to fuel and inform our newsletters. Not only do our groups dedicate
their weeks and weekends to fighting for foxes, they add to their load by writing
wonderful, inspiring updates about their activities.

They are awesome, make no mistake.
AAF is made up of many different
types of activists, some who like to
get out there with direct action, some
who prefer to be powerful at a
distance. However our groups and
their members fight the good fight,
they make a difference. Each and
everyone one of us can make a
difference, no effort is in vain. Each
outreach stall connects us with
people, many who have no idea that
illegal foxhunting is still rampant.
Each person who interacts with us
leaves with information that is
invaluable. We create a ripple with
each person we speak with about foxhunting. One voice to another, until we have created a tidal wave of voices crashing
to the shore, eroding a minority who call themselves the establishment.
Establishment: a group in a society exercising power and influence over
matters of policy, opinion, or taste, and seen as resisting change.
Change is inevitable, no one can hold back the tide.
Our groups are fluid like water, they do not accept the status quo, they challenge it,
they bring movement into a stale place. They are warriors, but they also bring
balance and heart to a cause that is worth fighting for. They stir the pot of
complacency and entitlement and find it wanting in taste. They are master chefs,
they know and understand the recipe of humanity, it has been handed down for
generations, and they will not see it tainted and destroyed.
Our groups leave an impression, they make a difference, they stand for what is right
and what is truly ancient. They stand for NATURE, they hear its call, they know how
the recipe should taste. With each person they meet they share this recipe, drop by
drop into an ocean of ignorance that is gradually turning orange, AAF orange - all
across the UK, county by county.
Join the orange wave, start a group or join one of our existing groups - taste the
recipe for yourself, you’ll not find it wanting.
Jane and the AAF team
EDUCATING HUMANITY
Email / Website / FB / Twitter
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Group Power
Each orange area on this map is an AAF Group - See a gap? - Fill it! Let’s turn the UK
orange!

Jane and the AAF team
EDUCATING HUMANITY
Email / Website / FB / Twitter
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News From Our Groups - AAF Dorset and Somerset
In the three months since the last newsletter, action has been centred in Somerset.
A local farmer (fiercely anti bloodsports) was targeted by hunt bullies. They
repeatedly trespassed on his land and, on one occasion, set fire to a Landrover.
Police took no action at all about the arson. However, they hauled the farmer himself
into the police station and accused him of a public order offence. This shocking
injustice drove AAF volunteers to leaflet the whole of Shepton Mallet, and
surrounding villages and set up stalls in both Wells and Glastonbury. The stalls were
very well received indeed. There is no doubt at all that the majority of people in that
area do not like the hunts. The police, it seems, are backing the wrong group.
Somerset is also home to Jacob Rees-Mogg. Now this
man, a very wealthy MP, openly supports foxhunting and on
March 2nd, he hosted the Mendip Farmers Hunt at his home
in West Harptree. So, AAF turned up and leafleted the entire
area. We even delivered a leaflet to Rees-Mogg’s house
itself. The photo we put on Facebook of the leaflet going into his letterbox had nearly 14000 views.
We also held stalls in nearby towns in his constituency –
Keynsham and Midsomer Norton. Once again, the locals were
pleased to see us. In fact, they queued up to sign our
petition. Hunts often boast about the amount of support they
get; but this is probably delusional.
People don’t support the hunts in Somerset; we know because we’ve asked them.

Pip and the AAF HQ team
EDUCATING HUMANITY
Email / Website / FB / Twitter

News From Our Groups - AAF Cheshire
25th February saw AAF Cheshire members
attend the public scrutiny meeting organised
by Cheshire PCC David Keane to question
the Cheshire Constabulary about the results
from the independent review of hunt policing
in Cheshire. Cheshire Constabulary have a
woeful record when it comes to prosecutions
for illegal hunting, with only one successful
prosecution since the Hunting Ban came into
force. The meeting was well run, with both
anti-hunt and pro-hunt supporters being well
represented and both behaving in a civilised
manner.
(Photo: Northwich Guardian)
There were two main actions that the police took from the meeting. The first was
to discuss with the hunt the introduction of an event card that is shared with
the police before a hunt takes place. This should detail who will lay the trail, the
route of the trail, who are the responsible people for the hunt on the day (as it would
be them that got prosecuted for an illegal activity), what scent they would be using,
estimated size of field and what safety measures the hunt would be using on the day
(nominated first aider, equipment in case of accident etc).
(continued page 11)
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News From Our Groups - AAF Cheshire -

(continued from page 10)

It was very clear that the police could not mandate this and they were looking to the
hunt to cooperate and engage with them on having this in place in time for next
season. The second was taking the issue of officers riding with the hunt and
how this impacted their impartiality to the ethics committee. This was very important
to us in Cheshire as we have several officers that ride with the hunt. Other than that,
there weren't any major tasks that they have to complete, other than to review the
training that was in place for how to police the hunt for general officers rather than
WCOs.
The Countryside Alliance has since made it very clear that the co-operation the police are looking for will not be forthcoming and have accused Mr Keane of having an
"obsession with hunting". We wonder why they will not cooperate with the proposal
of an event card...... what have they got to hide?
Sadly, February also saw the theft of two tame
foxes from Lower Moss Wood Animal
Sanctuary, Cheshire.
Alice and Rift took part in the sanctuary's
education programme and were stolen from their
pen on Friday 1st February. These foxes are
completely tame and would have no chance of
survival in the wild. Despite a substantial reward
and total anonymity for information on their
whereabouts being offered, theses beautiful foxes
remain missing. Cheshire AAF members leafleted
the area around the sanctuary immediately and
alerted locals to the theft. We still pray that Alice
and Rift will make it home somehow safe and
sound.
(Photo: Ian Daniells)

Carolyn and the AAF Cheshire team
EDUCATING HUMANITY
Email / Website / FB / Twitter

News From Our Groups - AAF Cornwall
AAF Cornwall is celebrating their
1st birthday since they joined the AAF
platform,
shortly
after
national
formation.
It was a desire I’d had for a while of
getting out onto the streets and being
publicly vocal so I jumped at the
chance to be involved as we are so
much stronger together.
What a year it’s been, we now have
around 1500 followers on our local
page.
(Continued page 12)
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News From Our Groups - AAF Cornwall -

(continued from page 11)

We support other platforms such as National Distrust with protests as well as our
own public info events and sharing local news and actions to empower others in our
area to take action. AAF is not an individual but a member led movement
where anyone can get involved however they can.

We will be continuing to protest National Trust properties throughout the summer,
as there are only 20 hunts in the country that hold a licence to hunt on National
Trust land, 2 of those are in Cornwall.
Our recent protest at Camborne Police
Station ‘Strengthen and enforce the
hunting act’, in support of a large
march in London, enabled over 40
people to be a voice for our beloved
wild friends.
We feel over the last year we have
seen huge gains in this fight, and we
must keep the pressure up until this
ends.

We are
going to be looking at a
Council Petition alongside National
AAF to restrict access for them on
public owned spaces as other councils
have recently done.
As founding member for Cornwall, I wish to profusely thank the rest of the Admin
team for getting on board and their tireless and enthusiastic support for this
wonderful group, National AAF for enabling and empowering us and each and every
member who follows and supports us in whatever way they can. Without any of them
we would not be able to do this, so thank you from the bottom of my heart.
We will win this!
Deborah and the AAF Cornwall team
EDUCATING HUMANITY
Email / Website / FB / Twitter
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News From Our Groups - AAF Devon
AAF Devon is a young group and the few members
are looking forward to holding an outreach stall in
south Devon soon.
Kingsbridge and outlying villages have been
leafleted and any spare time used badger sett
surveying and Larson trap, snare searching on
shooting estates in the South Hams.
Please email Lulu if you would like to get involved
with outreach stalls and leafleting.
Lucy and the AAF Devon team
EDUCATING HUMANITY
Email / Website

News From Our Groups - AAF Hampshire
AAF Hampshire was introduced in December 2018, on discovering some hunts
around the UK seem to be practicing illegal hunting.
Questions have been raised about the hunts who are nearby; do they perform
legal 'trail' hunting? Are they a danger? So, we are currently in contact with
organisations such as the police etc, in relation to the 'trail laying' and other
environmental issues. Even after having received a few responses, it is still unknown
what exactly is used for laying 'trails' and where it is obtained from.
Once an adequate amount of information has been collected, our MP will be visited
and provided with copies, incidents and an explanation as to why 'trail' hunting can
be considered a problem.
AAF Hampshire created its Facebook page; with AAF Wiltshire in January 2019,
aiming to educate the public about the fox, its history, news and hunting, including
the associated legislation. And of course, to raise awareness of illegal activities and
promote online petitions & outreach events.
We know so much more now about wildlife, especially foxes, than we ever have
really; when this 'romantic sport' was created, and we want everyone to know foxes
are not as they're described. Nothing is ever as it seems.
Leaflets have been advertised/
being distributed also. We are
currently looking for people to
volunteer
with
outreach
in
Hampshire. Aiming to start the
stalls for summer time to collect
more signatures. Some equipment
is still required also. We will also
be delivering a letter and AAF
t-shirt to Chris Packham’s agent.
Libby & the AAF Hampshire team
EDUCATING HUMANITY
Email / Website / FB
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News From Our Groups - AAF Kent
Thank you for accepting me into Action Against Foxhunting. From the first
association with the group I’ve been whole heartedly welcomed and have warmed to
the tasks of this worthy cause. Unoﬃcially I’m the nominated Group Leader of AAF
Kent, and I’m slowly but surely gathering members going forward.
My wife and I have a passion for foxes
extending over 3 years, during which
time we have hand fed and nurtured
various leashes on a daily basis, gaining
their trust and therefore deepening our
relationship
with
these
beautiful
creatures.
We are delighted to be amongst such
likeminded folk within AAF. Highlights so
far have been coercing musicians of
various bands to support the cause;
Tony Wakeford founder member of
Crisis / Death in June / Sol Invictus /
Cleave Normalsky ATV /Crisis Aurora Lee
Autorotation / Crisis. All happily wearing
AAF stickers and wristbands.
The culmination of which was Steve
Ignorant formerly of Crass, wearing the
full set at Margate music hall, which was
a massive coup for me. Brilliant people
happy to take on the cause.
My proudest moment so far is AAF admin
has put confidence in me to produce
500 Pin Badges which will be available
to all members and followers shortly.
It’s an honour
involved
with
organisation

and privilege to be
such
a
fantastic

Geoff and the AAF Kent team
EDUCATING HUMANITY
Email / Website

News From Our Groups - AAF North East / West
In the last few months we have spent time on a variety of activities;
1.
Leaflets have been distributed via car parks, pubs, public areas, village notice
boards, supermarket car parks, hunt pubs, and other areas of busy public access
including the hunt’s pubs loos. The aim is to promote awareness to all that is bad
about hunting!
(continued page 15)
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News From Our Groups - AAF North East / West page 14)

(continued from

2. Concentration on becoming aware of hunts in our areas.
NE we took a look at the Braes of Derwent with some monitoring, by sneaking into
their meets and tagging along. Photos taken to provide knowledge and awareness.
Kennel watching and meet areas researched. Terriers identified.

NW we took a look at the Blencathra who are a fell pack. Difficult to monitor and sab.
Particularly nasty. The hounds can be 5 miles from the Huntsman. The followers are
many: they stand along the fells looking onto the hunt area. This Hunt sell to
prestigious hunt followers that includes the heir to the throne.

With this knowledge we were confident to move on….

(continued page 16)
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News From Our Groups - AAF North East / West -

(from page 15)

So in addition…
3. We have become aware of our counties ….NW in particular exploring land, lakes,
vales and hills, forests and fields. NE valleys and woods, river areas and outskirts of
towns. The NW. has highlighted the depth of wildlife persecution.
We have seen the development of huge game pens, and the way the landowners
“manage” the wildlife around. All sorts of traps, snares and hunting to ensure
maximum production of the game birds in the pens.

4. Campaigns….We are trying to prevent the Blencathra from Boxing Day meets.
We have petitioned the local council and hospital in Keswick. Writing to the
hospital to ask for information on prevention and control of infection risks from the
hounds as they travel round the town.
We attended a meeting of the local council, to highlight Hunt activities. Asking
for the council to prevent the Boxing Day event. This is ongoing and is not going to
be an easy task. This council is showing a leaning towards the hunt.
We will be upping the anti in May.
5. The highlight of the last few
months was our attendance in
London with others from AAF, to
support the March to strengthen
the ban. A tiring day, a long
journey. But well worth the effort.
Brilliant.
Outside Downing Street. Blood
on your hands. Chant.

We also attended the police
demo with the wonderful AAF
Cheshire and Sabs.

Nette and the AAF North East Team
EDUCATING HUMANITY
Email / Website
For the North West, please contact
Louby - Email / Website
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News From Our Groups - AAF North Shropshire
We joined up with the Cheshire and Shropshire Monitors and attended numerous
hunts most Saturdays in January, February and March, monitoring the Wynnstay,
North Shropshire and United Pack Hunt. This was the first year that we had
experienced monitoring and learnt a lot from the experts. Foxes lives were saved on
these occasions although on one occasion we do think a fox had lost its life however
we did not see this. On the last day of the hunt in Cheshire in March we were joined
by Sabs from Cheshire and Liverpool and worked really well together. In the summer
we will be joining the Cheshire Monitors for some training on monitoring cubbing and
will be active against this pursuit in Shropshire.

Monitoring the United Pack in Shropshire in snow conditions. The police were
called as we caught three terrier men digging into a badger sett.
On 3 February we attended the fox hunt protest at the Cheshire Police
Headquarters and flew the flag for AAF. The day had an amazing atmosphere and
we met a few other members from AAF.
The Fox Hunt Protest at Cheshire Police Headquarters Feb 3

(continued page 18)
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News From Our Groups - AAF North Shropshire - (continued from page 17)
In July we will be holding a stall at the Cuan Wildlife Centre open day in Much
Wenlock where we will represent AAF and talk to the members of the public and
distribute leaflets (I have already ordered numerous leaflets and a new banner for
the stall). We will also continue to do leaflet drops particularly in the villages to
educate villagers on the cubbing season.
Since the hunt season stopped we have continued with badger sett surveying in
readiness for the cull.

Spot of sett surveying
Some members also attended the Anti Trophy hunting in Birmingham last Saturday
and also a protest on Bank Holiday Monday at a circus in Shropshire who use
performing animals.
Join Us! - If you live in Shropshire, more help is always welcome so please come
along. If you are interested and you want to help locally let us know.
Deb and the AAF North Shropshire team
EDUCATING HUMANITY
Email / Website / FB

News From Our Groups - Surrey
Hello again from all at AAF Surrey! It's been another busy couple of months, with
many highlights. We all particularly enjoyed the 'Enforce the Ban' demonstration in
London, and for lots of us, this day marked the end of the fox hunting season in
Surrey... at last! It was so nice to see how many AAF flags flew high during the
March, and was lovely meeting fellow AAF members.
While it's comforting that at least some of the persecution of our wildlife has paused
for a few months, it's important that we don't lose the momentum we have gathered
this season.
(Continued page 19)
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News From Our Groups - AAF Surrey

- (continued from page 18)

Last month, we were invited by Lush Lakeside, Essex to hold a charity pot stall
and had such a positive day! AAF Surrey were there Saturday, with dedicated AAF
member Kate Christie, who drove 3 hours to come and join us! We set up at the
front of the shop with our leaflets and Lush Charity Pots on display and spoke to
anyone we could - passers by, and customers.
We were able to talk about fox hunting
in a very relaxed setting, with no pro
hunt people bothering us at all. A
member of the public came specifically
to see us in Lush, after she'd seen one
of our leaflets lying on a table at her
work, left by an AAF Member (thank
you!). She was interested in joining us
and after an interesting conversation,
she's now joined our Volunteers
Group.
We worked hard to sell lots of Charity
Pots (let's be honest, Lush products
are never hard to sell - they are SO
nice) and the staff were exceptionally
friendly and welcoming. We even had
a chance to make our own bath bomb - great fun! Another excellent team took over
from us on Sunday and also reported back that it had gone very well. We were able
to raise some money for AAF, spread the word about illegal fox hunting in Essex, and
have a lovely time doing it!
Now AAF Surrey has gained extra members, our attention is turning to Cub
Hunting. This will start in August / September - very few people know it happens
and it is so very cruel, we'd like everyone to know and help stop it. Leafleting with
AAF Cub Hunting Leaflets (downloadable on the website) will probably be our first
point of call, and then perhaps an outreach stall.
We are also working on a video, a compilation of footage from this season, that
we'll play to the public to spark conversations with those who wouldn't ordinarily
stop. Once this is completed, we'll publish and share it so everyone can use it.
Please let us know if you're interested in helping us, or joining the Surrey crew (quite
a few of us are from London too). We hope you all had a lovely Easter, and have fun
taking part in whatever AAF plans you have next!
Cat and the AAF Surrey team
EDUCATING HUMANITY
Email / Website

News From Our Groups - AAF Sussex
Sussex is focusing on Lewes, the home of South Downs and Erridge hunt. We have
leafleted the high street and so far the feeling is a mixture of anti hunt and not
knowing very much about the hunts real activities. In May we are doing an outreach
stall with two petitions: 1. to strengthen the ban, and 2. to ban the South Downs
and Erridge hunt parade on Boxing day through the high street.
(Continued page 20)
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News From Our Groups - AAF Sussex

- (continued from page 19)
We are currently trying to
prevent the road closure on
Boxing Day or, if that fails this
year, to mount a huge silent
protest on the day
We have also met
with
Eastbourne
MP
Stephen
Lloyd who is writing to the
Commissioner of Sussex Police
regarding constituents concerns
that Sussex Police are inactive
in protecting wildlife against
organised crime.

Leafletting the car park!
Thank you everyone who is part of this wonderful group for your support, knowledge
and encouragement.
Bev and the AAF Sussex team
EDUCATING HUMANITY
Email / Website

News From Our Groups - AAF Wiltshire
Salisbury AAF is continuing with fairly regular stalls, we are getting an average of 40
signatures for cards and the MP petition (Strengthen & enforce the hunting act),
at each stall.
But we are lacking in helpers, having to rely on the few of us that commit 2 hrs on a
Saturday. With so much support from the public, many of whom are farm workers or
live in rural surroundings, it would be good to get a few more volunteers.
With the RA fiasco (Saturday 13th April, the last Royal Artillery hunt meet, many
violent hunt supporters attacked monitors and their vehicles) on our doorstep, we
need to be seen and heard to publicise the thuggery that occurs at hunt meets by
the supporters.
Our stall on Saturday 27th April with just 2 of
us netted 32 signed cards and an equal
amount of signatures on a petition to
strengthen and enforce the Hunt act 2004,
addressed to individual MPs.
We are a tourist hotspot (even for Russians)
and so get visitors from many different
constituents.
We have petitions started for the following
MPs please contact us if you live in one of
these constituencies and could collect more
and present to your MP.
(continued page 21)
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News From Our Groups - AAF Wiltshire

- (continued from page 20)

Only two negative comments in 2 hrs, one by a farmer who admitted that foxhunting
still goes on, the other stopped stared grunted refused to sign and stormed off, I
don’t mind a civilised conversation but obviously he didn’t have a semi decent
argument for his case.
‘Love Horses, Hate Hunting‘ needs to be a motto, was firmly agreed by a horse
owner and rider who rushed over to sign.
We are hoping to continue to run our outreach stalls every couple of weeks, the
next 2 dates we have are;
Sat 11th May and Sat 25th May
These will be posted as events, with more to follow hopefully. If you live too far
away don’t reply, just maybe do one yourselves near where you live. Responses are
good and very sympathetic to our cause, a good energy booster!
Group Leaders - if you would like to
get this petition going in your area,
please contact us for details.

Pete and the AAF Wiltshire team
EDUCATING HUMANITY
Email / Website / FB
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So Pip told me I HAD to go and see my MP!
Well, we all know if Pip thinks it’s a good idea it probably is, so I booked my
appointment with him which was really easy. I went in to his local office but
discovered I could have done it online. My MP is Stephen Lloyd.
He's an
independent and has served Eastbourne for a long time, everyone says he's a good
chap.
So I began my prep. The AAF website has a
great resource on how to speak to your MP
which I found really helpful. I felt it important
that we agreed something concrete together by
the end of the meeting. I had been told I would
have 15 minutes to put my case and allow him
time to respond. All the foxes of Sussex were
counting on me….no pressure at all then. At
first I just wrote notes randomly, jotting down
everything I wanted to say, then began to
prioritize, order and edit it. I read up on my MP
and knew already he was 'anti', but didn't know
how much he knew and what he would be
willing to do.
So the day arrived. 10 am on the dot I walked
into my local Sainsbury's store where the surgery was being held. His table was in
the large foyer area right next to the Easter eggs, along with his PA, researcher and
2 policeman with him. I decided to wear my hi vis jacket which attracted a bit of
attention! Whilst waiting I got chatting to a few shoppers who wanted to know what
AAF was. I also spoke to the researcher and gave him a heads up on fox hunting in
the hope my MP would talk to him about researching it as a result of my
consultation with him.
The lady in front shook hands with the MP and whilst smiling moved away, this was
a good sign I thought. Stephen gestured for me to sit down and held out his hand
and smiled. I told him I was nervous...not for me but for the wildlife I was
representing in case I messed up.
He listened, I talked, I kept to my script not wanting to waffle (I can waffle). I told
him I was representing AAF in its work to put a stop to fox hunting forever. I asked
him what he knew about fox hunting he said “they only trail hunt now .. don't
they?.” I told him that the hunting laws do nothing to prevent fox hunting and that
Sussex police are regarded as consistently ineffectual, chocolate teapots in fact.
I showed him the picture of Cat holding a dead fox in her arms and referenced it as
happening on 1/12/18 adjacent to National Trust land and killed in a private garden
after the hounds of the Surrey Union hunt ran amok in the village. I told him there
was no police action. At that point he said, “I will need hard evidence that this
is happening you know that don't you?” He then turned to his PA and said,
“letter to Giles York Commissioner of Sussex Police ask him for data on
prosecutions, complaints, and evidence submitted please, stating that a constituent
is raising concerns about policing of wildlife crime”.
(continued page 23)
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So Pip told me I HAD to go and see my MP! -

(continued from page 22)

My brain took a while to catch up on what my ears had just heard!
I referred to Chris Matheson Labour MP for Chester who is spearheading the fight in
parliament to strengthen the law. He made a note of the name. He then said “is
that ok?” I just smiled the biggest smile I can remember smiling and said “yes”. I
took my hi vis off and he made a joke about it before I did, that could I just repair
some pot holes before I go.
So now I'm waiting for the outcome.

In the meantime book an appointment with your MP. If I can do it, you
certainly can!
Bev and the AAF Sussex team
EDUCATING HUMANITY
Email / Website

Caption Competition!
Free AAF wristband and pin to the person who sends in the best caption for this
unlikely bunch.
Email us at: newsletter@actionagainstfoxhunting.org
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An Excellent Reminder from Surrey Hunt Monitors!

The AAF team
EDUCATING HUMANITY
Email / Website / FB / Twitter
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AAF Book - Calling all Creatives!
Do you have something in your heart that is calling to be expressed in words or
images? Something to stir or bring peace, something to inspire or provoke thought.
Poetry, short stories, art, photography (original work). We would love to receive
your submissions for inclusion in our newsletter. Please send content to us by email
or through our contact page on the Action Against Foxhunting website, please mark
the subject ‘Creativity for Newsletter’.
Our hope is that over time we can gather the creativity or our members into a book,
with profits from sales helping to fund our endeavours to see an end to foxhunting.
Thank you!

From an Anti to a Pro
If you too could feel the pain,
Of tearing flesh, of wrenching skin;
If you too could hear the hacking spades
And screaming men, hauling you
Towards your helpless death.
Pitiless Hunter, you’d pray for pity
And hunter, if you were the fox
I’d answer you.
Penelope
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Cutting a Dash - AAF T-shirts and Hoodies!
AAF has its own collection of t-shirts for sale. Sporting the fantastic AAF logo, there
is a range to choose from, including unisex, ladies fitted and a rather lovely hoodie.
If you’d like to order a tee shirt or a hoodie, please contact us via our contact form
and we’ll get back to you straight away. Tee shirts are £19 and hoodies are £42.
Please see our website for more details.
We also have some stunning wristbands, slim yet eye catching, in our orange and
black branded colours. If you donate £5, we'll send you one wristband as a thank
you. If you donate £10, we'll send you three. We'll also throw in some of our new
stickers!

Our Mission
Hunting with dogs was banned by law in 2005, but the 180 fox hunts still go out
several times a week, with the intention of pursuing and killing foxes. They show no
pity, no humanity, no regard for the law and they bully and intimidate any person
who stands in their way. However, if it was just a matter of numbers and the “ANTI”
army (us) actually stood facing the “PRO” army, ours would be more than five times
as big as theirs. Humanity and mercy would easily win and our foxes would not have
to face a cruel and terrifying death. AAF’s mission is to arm the merciful majority
with information, encouraging more people to take action with us, in any way they
can.

This newsletter has been sent to you because your email address is on our
subscribers list. If you are not interested in receiving further emails like this
one, please email us on the address below.

Contact Details:
Email / Website / Twitter / Facebook
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